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Albertian errors in head-mounted displays:
I. Choice of eye-point location

for a near- or far-field task visualization
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A theoretical investigation of rendered depth and angular errors, or Albertian errors, linked to natural eye
movements in binocular head-mounted displays (HMDs) is presented for three possible eye-point locations:
the center of the entrance pupil, the nodal point, and the center of rotation of the eye. A numerical quanti-
fication was conducted for both the pupil and the center of rotation of the eye under the assumption that the
user will operate solely in either the near field under an associated instrumentation setting or the far field
under a different setting. Under these conditions, the eyes are taken to gaze in the plane of the stereoscopic
images. Across conditions, results show that the center of the entrance pupil minimizes rendered angular
errors, while the center of rotation minimizes rendered position errors. Significantly, this investigation quan-
tifies that under proper setting of the HMD and correct choice of the eye points, rendered depth and angular
errors can be brought to be either negligible or within specification of even the most stringent applications in
performance of tasks in either the near field or the far field. © 2004 Optical Society of America
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1. INTRODUCTION
In today’s information-intensive environment, some con-
texts require that three-dimensional data be rendered ac-
curately and that remaining errors be quantified. The
military, for example, is interested in the development of
head-mounted displays (HMDs) that can accurately dis-
play information to increase visual awareness for detec-
tion, identification, and tracking of objects of interest, re-
duce cognitive demand, and improve navigation
maneuvers. The medical and biomedical fields face simi-
lar challenges and require high-end technology for teach-
ing, training, and guided surgery. For these high-
demand applications, rendered objects may need to be
localized within fractions of a degree and within
millimeters.1

The mapping technique used to create two-dimensional
(2D) stereoscopic images in HMDs is based on the prin-
ciple of Alberti’s window,2 which first requires that the
virtual cameras serving as equivalent eyes in the com-
puter be reduced to single fixed points. Such points are
referred to as eye points in the computer graphics and op-
tics literature.3,4 Furthermore, the mapping technique
requires that the 2D planes on which three-dimensional
(3D) virtual objects are mapped be not only level with the
cameras but also perpendicular to the visual lines of the
cameras for a straight-ahead direction (i.e., a visual line
1084-7529/2004/060901-12$15.00 ©
is defined as a line passing through both the pupil center
and the nodal point).5 Because current HMDs do not
have eye-tracking capability, a ‘‘best’’ fixed eye point set in
the software must be chosen for rendering stereoscopic
images, where ‘‘best’’ is defined as an eye point that mini-
mizes depth or angular errors in object space where the
stimuli are defined according to a set of task require-
ments. The point located at the crossing of rays joining
the eye points and the mapping points in the 2D stereo-
scopic images is referred to as P in this paper.

The fixed-eye-points assumption used for mapping ste-
reoscopic images to a 3D object was highlighted as a pos-
sible cause of rendered depth errors in virtual
environments.6,7 It is well known that in real and vir-
tual environments the eyes rotate toward the location of a
3D object of interest in order to avoid diplopic images.8

As the eyes rotate, the centers of the entrance pupils
move accordingly. Thus, if we consider fixed locations of
the eye points for rendering images, the rays used to ren-
der a point in the virtual environment do not generally co-
incide with the dynamic chief rays, defined as the chief
rays associated with natural eye movements, and thus
natural motion of the pupil location. The dynamic chief
rays play an important role in the apparent rendered
point in object space for the HMD user, as further detailed
below. Consequently, rendered depth and angular errors
will generally occur as a result of where a point is appar-
2004 Optical Society of America
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ently rendered with respect to the dynamic pupils as op-
posed to where it is rendered with respect to the chosen
eye points. These errors are related to the loss of align-
ment with the motion of the eye, also referred to as ocular
parallax by Brewster.9 Let us consider one eye and two
objects positioned along the visual line.5 Ocular parallax
is then the phenomena of misalignment of the two objects
that occurs with eye rotations. The reason for ocular
parallax is that the pupil is not collocated with the center
of rotation of the eye. Regarding two eyes in binocular
vision, rendered depth error depends on the change in in-
terpupillary distance (IPD) as well as the precise location
of the eyes with respect to the rendered object. Angular
errors depend on ocular parallax. These types of errors
combined within Alberti’s window paradigm, which we
are using in computer graphics to render objects in vir-
tual environments, were referred to in previous research
as Albertian errors.10

To map stereoscopic images to three-dimensional ob-
jects in a HMD with no eye-tracking capability, three
choices for the eye points’ locations have been used: the
entrance pupils, the nodal points, and the centers of rota-
tion of the virtual cameras. Furthermore, it is suggested
that once the stereoscopic images are rendered, both the
nodal points and the entrance pupils of the eyes, which
move as the eyes move establish the visual direction of
the 3D point corresponding to the generated images. We
shall now discuss why the pupils, as opposed to the nodal
points, should be chosen to establish visual direction.
This choice was first supported by Ogle’s assertion that
the chief rays (i.e., by definition the rays passing through
the centers of the entrance pupils of the eyes), instead of
the visual axis passing through the nodal points, should
be used to determine the location of a rendered point in
stereoscopic devices.11,12 Rolland (1994) also stressed
such a property as it applies to HMDs.13 The Ogle asser-
tion builds on the fact that Ogle recognized that the nodal
points are only mathematical constructs out of the col-
lineation framework for rotationally symmetric systems
under the paraxial approximation.11–14 While one of the
important properties of a nodal ray is its unit angular
magnification and its first-order achromatic property,15

eyes have been shown to suffer from lateral chromatic ab-
errations in addition to axial chromatic aberrations be-
cause the pupil of the eye is not located at the nodal point
of the eye. Such a finding further indicates that the pu-
pils serve to establish visual direction. In some experi-
ments Ye et al. decentered an artificial pupil to coincide
with the visual axis,15 which is optically equivalent to
forcing the nodal ray to also be the chief ray. In doing so,
Ye et al. could quantify the amount of lateral chromatic
aberrations as a function of the amount of decentering of
an artifical pupil with respect to the visual axis. In the
case of natural pupils, the separation of the pupils from
the nodal points is small, on the order of 4 mm; thus the
pupils are closely aligned with the visual axes, and the
lateral chromatic aberrations are small.16 The fact that
lateral chromatic aberrations are nonzero in the real
world further indicates that the chief rays set visual di-
rection.

Significantly, the centroid of the light impinging on the
retina from any point in the field of view (FOV) is given by
the chief ray for both in-focus and out-of-focus images un-
der the assumption that the pupil is small enough for the
coma aberration of the eye to be negligible. Thus the
chief ray can be thought of as the axis of the pencil of
rays, which actually enters the eye and stimulates the
retina. While the nodal ray’s impact on the retina coin-
cides with the chief impact on the retina for in-focus im-
ages, such points of impact do not typically coincide for
out-of-focus images. In some cases, the nodal ray may
not even be part of the pencil of rays that stimulate the
retina. Finally, the assertion that the chief ray should be
considered to establish visual direction was validated ex-
perimentally in ophthalmology by studying nonemme-
tropic eyes.17 For larger pupils when coma could play a
role in displacing the chief ray impact from the centroid of
retinal stimulation, the Stiles–Crawford effect has been
shown to apodize the pupil to reduce such displacement in
apparent visual direction.18 Thus in this paper, given a
point rendered as two 2D stereoscopic images, we set the
rendered position of the point in 3D object space at the in-
tersection of the two chief rays passing through the 2D
rendered stereoscopic points.

We now return to the choice of the eye points in render-
ing the 2D stereoscopic images. The pupil is commonly
chosen in the optics and ophthalmologic literature be-
cause it sets visual direction in object space. In spite of
that, the nodal points have been extensively used in the
stereoscopic vision and computer graphics literature be-
cause of their unit angular magnification, which allows
the mapping of angular space one to one between object
and retinal space.19 In fact, such a choice may be ex-
plained in part by the fact that for in-focus imaging,
whether a point in space is chosen at the intersection of
the nodal rays or the chief rays makes no difference. It is
only for out-of-focus images that the use of the nodal ray
fails to predict correctly the location of a point in space
from the centroid of energy on the retina.

Finally, it has also been suggested in the literature on
visual instrumentation that the centers of rotation of the
eyes instead of the centers of the entrance pupils be con-
sidered as the eye points.20 Indeed as the eyes rotates,
the pupil of each eye lines up with the corresponding cen-
ter of rotation, and therefore the point rendered at the
gaze location coincides precisely with the corresponding
point on the virtual object. Thus the choice of the center
of rotation as the eye point ensures that there is no ren-
dered depth error at the gaze point in the computational
model for stereo pair generation. This choice appears to
solve the problem of having to dynamically adjust the eye
points in software, a procedure that would require mea-
suring eye movements. In light of this observation, it
has been further suggested that selecting the centers of
rotation of the eyes as the eye points could serve as an al-
ternative to eye tracking in stereoscopic devices, if the re-
quirement for eye tracking were intended to improve ren-
dered depth accuracy.6 Naturally, it is understood that
many other motivations make eye tracking valuable in
stereoscopic devices beyond the need for accuracy of ren-
dered depth.21–23 While small errors are expected in ren-
dered depth around the gaze point if the center of rotation
is chosen as the eye point, it is of interest to quantify their
magnitude.24 Furthermore, if angular errors are impor-
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tant to an application, we must establish whether the
center of rotation also yields minimum angular error.

In this paper, to establish visual direction we employ a
model of image rendering based on the chief rays and
thus on their intersection to localize an apparent ren-
dered object point. We discuss the conditions under
which such an intersection exists, as we theoretically
demonstrate that the chief rays do not always intersect.
We then quantify rendered errors by computing both the
depth and the angular errors of the apparent rendered
point from the dynamic pupils and the rendered point
from the chosen fixed eye point. We consider the angles
of elevation and azimuth suggested in the vision litera-
ture to parameterize the problem.25 We take into ac-
count only the rotations of the eyes, neglecting the small
translation motions during convergence. We also natu-
rally consider HMDs without eye-tracking capability,
given that in the contrary case we do know how to select
the eye points at the pupil centers, under which condition
rendering can be performed accurately.

This investigation provides a general mathematical
framework to quantify Albertian errors in object space
where rendering takes place, given various eye-point lo-
cations. We apply the framework by computing such er-
rors for two eye points, the centers of rotation and the en-
trance pupils of the eyes, in both far- and near-field HMD
configurations. We call near-field visualization the con-
figuration for which the gaze point is located at arm’s
length (i.e., 1 m is chosen in the computation of errors).
We call far-field visualization the configuration for which
the gaze point is located farther than 6 m away from the
user’s eyes (i.e., 10 m is chosen in the computation of er-
rors). In addition, we further assume that the HMD user
is utilizing the display in either the near field or the far
field. In either case, the microdisplay within the HMD is
assumed to be positioned with respect to the focal point of
the optics so that the stereoscopic images are presented at
1 m (i.e., for the near field), and 10 m (i.e., for the far
field). For multiple-task requirements within a HMD
that might occur sequentially in the near and the far
field, the gaze point will not always lie in the plane of the
stereoscopic images, and additional numerical assess-
ments will be required.

2. METHODS
In order to quantify rendered depth and angular errors in
HMDs, we shall first specify a computational framework
with associated notation and definitions of errors in the
rendered location of a point P. We shall then provide an
expression for rendered errors and establish the condi-
tions under which such errors can be computed.

A. Computational Framework
We shall denote any point in space as a bold letter to rep-
resent its vectorial form. Given a choice of eye point lo-
cations, let us denote as VR

P the mapping point that corre-
sponds to the mapping of a point P to the plane of the
stereoscopic image for the right eye point. Similarly, the
mapping point VL

P may be obtained for the left eye point.
By construction P lies at the intersection of the lines join-
ing the eye points and the mapping points.
Given natural eye movements, when the mapping
points VL

P and VR
P are joined via lines to the respective left

and right dynamic pupils, the rendered point P is gener-
ally displaced to P8. The gaze point, denoted as Ig , is
also referred as the fixation point in the vision literature.
However the term gaze point best represents a naturally
moving eye, whereas the term fixation point best de-
scribes an eye fixating at one point in space in order to
control some visual stimuli as commonly required in psy-
chophysics. By construction, if the point P is located
within the planes of the stereoscopic images, regardless of
both the eye-point and the gaze-point locations, P8 will be
superimposed on P. In the case of 3D visualization
where the points P are generally rendered within a vol-
ume, P8 does not coincide with P.

In order to define some metrics for computing the mag-
nitude of the rendered errors, we consider Fig. 1, where a
frame of coordinates X, Y, and Z centered midway on the
interocular axis at the point known as the cyclopean point
O is considered. The interocular axis is taken to pass
through the centers of rotation of the eyes, denoted as CL
and CR , for the left and right eyes, respectively. The in-
terocular axis remains a still reference when the eyes ro-
tate, which allows investigation of different eye points
with a common fixed reference. The XZ plane is taken to
be the horizon plane, which is also the transverse plane of
the head. We define a horizontal (as opposed to vertical)
plane of regard as the plane passing through the three
points CL , CR , and Ig . The binocular plane is defined as
the plane passing through CL , CR , and the mapping
points VR

P and VL
P . Note that by construction of Alberti’s

windows, CLCR is always parallel to VR
PVL

P , and these
four points will always be coplanar. Let us denote the
crossing point of CLVL

P and CRVR
P as B. If the centers of

rotation of the eyes are chosen as eye points, P will be co-
incident with B. If the centers of the pupils are chosen
as the eye points, the point P will be somewhere below
the crossing point B. In Figs. 1 and 2, the centers of ro-

Fig. 1. Definition of the frame of coordinates. The centers of
rotation of the eyes were chosen as the eye points for illustration
purposes; point B (not shown) coincides with P.
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tation are chosen as the eye points for illustration, and
the point P is shown (i.e., the point B is coincident with P,
and for simplicity B is not represented in Figs. 1 and 2).
Also because B is located in the binocular plane, it plays a
key role in the derivation of the rendered errors.

The spatial coordinates of B will be expressed as a
function of fB , the cyclopean elevation angle defined as
the angle between the binocular plane and the horizon
plane, and uB

L and uB
R are the azimuth angles in the bin-

ocular plane where L and R denote the angle with respect
to the left and right eye points, respectively. Let us de-
note as a the oculocentric elevation angle defined as the
angle between the plane of regard and the binocular
plane and fg as the elevation angle between the horizon
plane and the horizontal plane of regard. Similarly, the
azimuth angles for the point Ig are denoted as ug

L and ug
R .

We shall assume that the stereoscopic virtual images are
displayed at a distance D from the interocular axis.

In the computations that follow, we investigate the ren-
dered errors of a point P when the user gazes at Ig . The
coordinates of P are eye-point dependent and are given by
the intersection of ELVL

P and ERVR
P , where EL and ER de-

note the eye point’s location for the left and the right eye,
respectively. The eye points are considered to be either
CL and CR or the centers of the left PL and right PR pu-
pils for fixed straight-ahead gaze direction. Let us fur-
ther denote as r the distance between the center of rota-
tion of an eye and the corresponding eye point. Based on
the two choices for eye-point location, r will be either zero
or rp for the center of rotation and the pupil, respectively.
The convergence motion toward the gaze point Ig leads to
a rotation of the eyes. Consequently as the eyeballs
move, PL and PR rotate to their new locations PL8 and PR8 ,
respectively. Thus the point P is displaced to P8, which
lies at the intersection of the dynamic chief rays PL8 VL

P

and PR8 VR
P .

We shall quantify the rendered angular error as the an-
gular error for the cyclopean point O, given by

Fig. 2. Top view of the stereoscopic vision model presented in
Fig. 1.
AngE 5 arccosS OP – OP8

iOPi • iOP8i D , (1)

where the function AngE depends implicitly on the pa-
rameters uB

L , uB
R , a, ug

L , ug
R , d, and D. Given the value of

AngE, the rendered depth error corresponds to the dis-
placement of P to P8 computed in the horizontal plane of
regard in millimeters and can then be expressed as

DepthE 5 uzP 2 zP8u/cos~fg!. (2)

B. Expression of the Coordinates of the Point P8
The quantification of Albertian errors, which are created
as a consequence of a discrepancy between the coordi-
nates of P and P8, requires that the coordinates of P, the
centers of the rotated entrance pupils, and P8 be ex-
pressed with respect to angular parameters.

1. Expression of the Coordinates of the Point P
Let us denote as S the separation between the centers of
rotation CL and CR . On the basis of trigonometry deriv-
able in the binocular plane from Fig. 1, the coordinates of
the mapping points VL

P and VR
P are respectively given by

VL
PS D tan uB

L

cos fB
2

S

2
, D tan fB , D D ,

VR
P S D tan uB

R

cos fB
1

S

2
, D tan fB , D D . (3)

The point P is located at the intersection of ELVP
L and

ERVP
R , and its coordinates satisfy the system of equations

ELP 5 k1 ELVP
L ,

ERP 5 k18 ERVP
R , ~k1 , k18 ! P R2. (4)

Using the Thales theorem in the parallelogram
ELERVP

LVP
R , we establish that k1 and k18 are given by

k1 5 k18 5
S cos~fB!

D~tan uB
L 2 tan uB

R!
. (5)

Substituting for k1 and k18 in Eqs. (4) yields the coordi-
nates of P given by

xP 5
S

2
1

S tan uB
R

~tan uB
L 2 tan uB

R!
,

yP 5
S sin fB

~tan uB
L 2 tan uB

R!
,

zP 5 r 1
S cos fB

D~tan uB
L 2 tan uB

R!
~D 2 r !. (6)

If we substitute xp , yp , and zp given in Eqs. (6) for uB
L ,

uB
R , and fB given in Eqs. (3), the coordinates of the map-

ping points VL
P and VR

P can be expressed as
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VL
PS ~D 2 r !~xp 1 S/2!

zp 2 r
2

S

2
,

~D 2 r !yp

zp 2 r
, D D ,

VR
P S ~D 2 r !~xp 2 S/2!

zp 2 r
1

S

2
,

~D 2 r !yp

zp 2 r
, D D . (7)

In the case when zp given in Eqs. (7) equals D, the coor-
dinates of the mapping points VL

P and VR
P will merge into

one point at (xp , yp , D) that superimposes precisely on P
as previously described. Such a condition will naturally
not be affected by the choice of the eye point.

2. Expression of the Coordinates of the Centers of the
Rotated Entrance Pupils
The location of the centers of the entrance pupil during
gazing in object space is fundamental to the computation
of errors since the chief rays are used to establish the vi-
sual directions of a point. The centers of the entrance
pupils do not remain still because of the natural conver-
gence motion of the eyes, which can be described as a
composition of two successive rotations ug

L and fg and ug
R

and fg for the left and the right eye, respectively. The
centers of the entrance pupils then rotate from the hori-
zon plane to the plane of regard by these rotations. The
coordinates of the rotated center of the entrance pupil PL8
for the left eye are therefore

OPL8 S rP sin ug
L 2 S/2

rP cos ug
L sin fg

rP cos ug
L cos fg

D . (8)

Similarly, the coordinates of the rotated center of the en-
trance pupil PR8 for the right eye are

OPR8 S rP sin ug
R 1 S/2

rP cos ug
R sin fg

rP cos ug
R cos fg

D . (9)

3. Expression of the Coordinates of the Point P8
Provided the expressions for the coordinates of P as well
as the centers of the rotated entrance pupils, P8 is located
at the intersection of PL8 VL

P and PR8 VR
P . Its coordinates

are then the solution of the system of equations

PL8 P8 5 k2 PL8 VL
P ,

PR8 P8 5 k28 PR8 VR
P , ~k2 , k28 ! P R2. (10)

By matching the xP8 and zP8 expressions in Eqs. (10), one
finds that the coefficients k2 and k28 satisfy the system

S c
d D 5 MS k2

k28
D 5 F a b

a8 b8
G S k2

k28
D , (11)

where

c 5 rP~sin ug
R 2 sin ug

L! 1 S,

a 5
D tan uB

L

cos fB
2 rP sin ug

L ,

b 5 2S D tan uB
R

cos fB
2 rP sin ug

RD ,
d 5 rP cos fg~cos ug
R 2 cos ug

L!,

a8 5 D 2 rP cos ug
L cos fg ,

b8 5 2~D 2 rP cos ug
R cos fg!. (12)

The expressions for k2 and k28 are thus given by

k2 5
b8c 2 db

det~M!
,

k28 5
ad 2 ca8

det~M!
. (13)

We then obtain the coordinates of P8 as a function of the
azimuth and elevation angles of P and Ig by substituting
in Eqs. (13) the expression for k28 given in Eqs. (10). To
give more insight into the numerical applications, it is
possible to replace fB by (fg 1 a) to express the coordi-
nates of P8 as a function of a. The coordinates of P8 are
then given by

xP8 5 rP sin ug
R 1

S

2
1 k28S D tan ug

R

cos~fg 1 a!
2 rP sin ug

RD ,

yP8 5 rP cos ug
R sin fg

1 k28~~D tan~fg 1 a! 2 rP cos ug
R sin fg!,

zP8 5 rP cos ug
R cos fg 1 k28~D 2 rP cos ug

R cos fg!.
(14)

The expression for the coordinates of P8 exists under the
assumption that the chief rays intersect. The existence
of such an intersection in three-dimensional space is now
discussed.

C. Conditions for an Intersection of Chief Rays in
Three-Dimensional Space
In a three-dimensional virtual environment, the location
of P8 may be derived only if the chief rays passing
through the pupils centers intersect. This condition re-
quires that PL8 PR8 and VL

PVR
P be coplanar. Furthermore

we may distinguish between two cases: case 1, where
PL8 PR8 is not parallel to VL

PVR
P , in which case the intersec-

tion of the rays requires that VL
PVR

P lie in the plane of re-
gard, and case 2, where PL8 PR8 is parallel to VL

PVR
P , in

which case the gaze point is consequently in the vertical
median plane of the head.

1. Case 1: VL
P and VR

P are in the Plane of Regard
If VL

P and VR
P lie in the plane of regard, because by defini-

tion PL8 and PR8 are in the plane of regard, then P neces-
sarily lies in the plane of regard, and a equals zero. In
this case, fg 5 fB and there is an intersection of the chief
rays for any location of the gaze point in this plane. The
point P8 is then rendered in the plane of regard.

2. Case 2: VL
P and VR

P are Not in the Plane of Regard
If VL

P and VR
P are not included in the plane of regard, the

chief rays’ intersection exists if and only if PL8 PR8 is paral-
lel to VL

PVR
P . Since CLCR is parallel to VL

PVR
P by defini-

tion of the mapping points, the vectors PL8 PR8 and VL
PVR

P

are then parallel if PL8 PR8 3 CLCR 5 0, where 3 denotes
the cross product of two vectors. This condition leads to
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uug
Lu 5 uug

Ru. The solution ug
L 5 ug

R leads to PL8 CL parallel
to PR8 CR , which means that the eyes are gazing at infin-
ity and at any angle. This case is sensible only for far-
field visualization with a collimated display, in which case
there will be no error in rendered depth given that the
plane of the stereoscopic images will be at infinity as well.
Therefore the only solution we need to consider is the case
where the plane x 5 0 is the only solution for the gaze
point, which corresponds to the vertical median plane of
the head. It is important to note that if the chief rays do
not intersect, the location of the point P8 cannot be de-
rived as the simple intersection of two rays. Such a find-
ing is discovered through this analysis because we do not
make the simple assumption that an eye can be reduced
to a single static point through which all projections are
computed.

3. RESULTS
In order to compute the magnitude of the errors provided
by Eqs. (1) and (2), we must first choose reasonable values
of the HMD field of view and observation parameters.
Results will be presented according to the two possible
cases of getting an intersection of the chief rays as defined
in Section 2. For each case of intersection presented, an-
gular errors for the far-field and near-field HMD configu-
rations will be quantified separately. In the near-field
case, depth errors will also be quantified. The need to in-
vestigate separately near- and far-field visualization
stems from the current limitation of the HMD optics,
which simply present the stereoscopic images at a fixed
distance D from the users’ eyes. In this specific investi-
gation, without loss of generality in the overall condition,
we shall choose the values of D as 1 and 10 m for near

Table 1. Simulation Parameters

Parameter
Near-Field

Visualization
Far-Field

Visualization

D (m) 1 10
zg (m) 1 10
Rendering depth zp (m) 0.73 ; 1.32 5.08 ; 329.0
Vertical FOV fg , fB (°) 615
Horizontal FOV ug

L , uB
L (°) 620

rp (mm) 9.25
field and far field, respectively. In quantifying the errors,
we shall compare the magnitude of the angular errors
with visual acuity up to eccentricities of 25 deg, which
corresponds to half the diagonal FOV considered. Depth
errors will be provided both in millimeters, which pro-
vides a practical feeling for the magnitude of the errors,
and in arcseconds in order to relate them to human ste-
reoacuity.

The variable zp , which is the z coordinate of P, is var-
ied for the far-field case according to the depth of field
around the value zg (i.e., 10 m), the z coordinate of Ig ,
which ranges from 5.08 to 329.0 m. For the near-field
case, because the depth of field around 1 m varies only
from 0.73 to 1.32 m but it is common in HMDs to render
large objects in the near field of visualization, zp is varied
three times the range on either side of 1 m.26 Such con-
figurations allow for typical visualization scenarios in
HMDs, where different settings are chosen for different
applications. For example, visualization of collimated
targets in military cockpits is a possible application of a
far-field configuration, and near-field visualization may
be used in medical visualization to superimpose data on a
patient’s body for guided surgery.

To quantify the numerical data of an average human
eye, we employed the numerical features of the schematic
eye proposed by Gullstrand.10 While many other models
have been proposed for various investigations related to
the aberrations and physiology of the human eye, the only
parameter we need to consider in this investigation is rp
(i.e., the distance between the pupil eye point and the cen-
ter of rotation of the eye). Thus any model is appropriate
because all models lead to the same value of that param-
eter within approximately 61 mm. A quantification of
the effect of such variation on errors will be presented be-
low. The entrance pupil is the image of the iris through
the refracting surface of the cornea. With this model, the
distance between the center of the entrance pupil and the
vertex of the cornea is computed to be 3 mm. The dis-
tance between the center of rotation and the vertex of the
cornea is 12.25 mm. Thus the parameter rP is taken to
be 9.25 mm. The IPD distance is taken to be 65 mm to
provide an estimate of the Albertian errors for an average
IPD distance. The model of the eye does not take into ac-
count Listing’s law or ocular kinematics given that we are
restricting the investigation to object space. Conse-
quently, we consider an approximation to the center of ro-
Fig. 3. Angular errors for ug
L 5 0° and fg 5 0°, case 1, far field. Angular errors (a) when the centers of rotation of the eyes are taken

as the eye points and (b) when the centers of pupils of the eyes are taken as the eye points. (c) Top and side views of the observation
direction of the eyes.
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Fig. 4. Angular errors for ug
L 5 0° and fg 5 15°, case 1, far field; (a)–(c) as in Fig. 3.

Fig. 5. Angular errors for ug
L 5 0° and fg 5 0°, case 1, near field. Angular errors (a) when the centers of rotation of the eyes are taken

as the eye points and (b) when the centers of pupils of the eyes are taken as the eye points. Depth errors (c) with centers of rotation of
the eyes as the eye points and (d) with centers of pupils of eyes as the eye points. (e) Top and side views of the observation direction of
the eyes.

Table 2. Angular Errors as ug
L and fg Vary for Case 1, Far Field, for DÄ10, zgÄ10, aÄ0

ug
L (°) fg (°)

Maximum Magnitude of
Angular Error (arc min)

Condition When Angular Error
Reaches Minimum

CL and CR as
Eye Points

PL and PR as
Eye Points

CL and CR as
Eye Points

PL and PR as
Eye Points

0 0 1 0.01 uB
L 5 0 or zp 5 10

zp 5 10

0 15 0.8 0.7
10 0 1.4 0.5 uB

L 5 10 or zp 5 10
10 15 1.4 0.9

210 0 1.4 0.5 uB
L 5 210 or zp 5 10

210 15 1.4 0.9
20 0 2.0 1.1 uB

L 5 20 or zp 5 10
20 15 2.0 1.3

220 0 2.0 1.1 uB
L 5 220 or zp 5 10

220 15 2.0 1.3
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tation as a unique point, which is required for the Alberti
framework.

For the FOV of the observation conditions, both ug
L and

uB
L were chosen to be 620 deg according to natural eye

motion within 620 deg from a straight-ahead gazing po-
sition and in accordance with a horizontal FOV of 40 deg
imposed, for example, by a microdisplay size and associ-
ated magnifying optics. Beyond such angles, users of
head-mounted displays would naturally turn their heads
to look at a point located farther in the FOV. The vari-
ables fg and fB will consequently define the vertical
angle of the gaze point and the vertical FOV of observa-
tion, respectively. In this investigation, these two vari-
ables are limited to a maximum value of 615 deg given a
vertical FOV of 30 deg assuming a microdisplay of 4:3 as-
pect ratio. Given that a is the difference between fg and
fB , fg and a are varied in the simulations so the modu-
lus of fg plus a does not exceed 15 deg. The simulation
parameters are summarized in Table 1.

We shall now detail the computation of Albertian errors
in the two cases of intersection of the chief rays. In the
first case, for both the far-field and the near-field analysis,
angular errors are plotted as a function of uB

L and zp for
different gaze-point locations ug

L and fg . The variables
Fig. 6. Angular errors for a 5 0° and fg 5 0°, case 2, far field; (a)–(c) as in Fig. 3.

Fig. 7. Angular errors for a 5 0° and fg 5 10°, case 2, far field; (a)–(c) as in Fig. 3.

Table 3. Angular and Depth Errors as ug
L and fg Vary for Case 1, Near Field, for DÄ1, zgÄ1, aÄ0

ug
L (°) fg (°)

Maximum Magnitude of
Angular Error (arc min)

Maximum Magnitude of
Depth Error (mm)

CL and CR as
Eye Points

PL and PR as
Eye Points

CL and CR as
Eye Points

PL and PR as
Eye Points

0 0 4 0.4 1 4.2
0 15 4 3 0.8 4.2

10 0 5.4 1.7 1.1 4.2
10 15 5.4 3.4 1.0 4.2

210 0 5.4 3.0 1.1 4.2
210 15 5.4 4.0 1.0 4.2

20 0 7.2 4.0 1.0 4.2
20 15 7.2 5.0 1.0 4.2

220 0 7.2 4.4 1.2 4.2
220 15 7.2 5.0 1.0 4.2
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Fig. 8. Angular errors for a 5 0° and fg 5 0°, case 2, near field; (a)–(e) as in Fig. 5.

Table 4. Angular Errors as fg and a Vary for Case 2, Far Field, for DÄ10, zgÄ10, ug
LÄ2ug

R

fg (°) a (°)

Maximum Magnitude of
Angular Error (arc min)

Condition When Angular Error
Reaches Minimum

CL and CR as
Eye Points

PL and PR as
Eye Points

CL and CR as
Eye Points

PL and PR as
Eye Points

0 215 1.2 0.024

zp 5 10 zp 5 10

0 210 1.2 0.016
0 25 1.2 0.008
0 0 1.2 0

10 225 1.5 0.5
10 210 1.1 0.54
10 0 1 0.53
10 5 1 0.52
15 230 1.6 0.75
15 220 1.4 0.8
15 210 1.2 0.8
15 0 1.0 0.78
zp and ug
L in the figures are expressed in meters and de-

grees, respectively, and angular and depth errors are ex-
pressed in arc minutes and millimeters, respectively.
For near-field analysis, depth errors are also plotted as a
function of zp and uB

L , for various pair values of ug
L and

fg . Figures 3 and 4 show the angular errors for the far
field for ug

L 5 0° and fg 5 0° and for ug
L 5 0° and fg

5 15°, respectively, for two different eye points—the cen-
ters of rotation of the eyes and the centers of the entrance
pupils. Table 2 shows angular errors as ug

L and fg vary.
Figure 5 shows the angular and depth errors in the near
field for ug

L 5 0° and fg 5 0° for two different eye points.
Table 3 shows angular and depth errors as ug

L and fg
vary.

In the second case of chief-ray intersection, where the
gaze point is fixed in the median vertical plane of the
head, angular errors are plotted as a function of uB

L and zp
with different values of a and fg for both the near and the
far fields. Depth errors are plotted only for the near field
as we have done for case 1. Figure 6 shows the angular
errors in the far field for a 5 0° and fg 5 0° for two dif-
ferent eye points. Figure 7 shows the angular errors in
the far field for a 5 0° and fg 5 10°. Table 4 shows the
angular errors as ug

L and fg vary. Figure 8 shows the an-
gular and depth errors in the near field for ug

L 5 0° and
fg 5 0° for two different eye points. Figure 9 shows the
angular and depth errors in the near field for ug

L 5 0° and
fg 5 10°. Table 5 shows the angular and depth errors
as ug

L and fg vary.

4. DISCUSSION
Considering the first case presented and far-field visual-
ization, results presented in Fig. 3(b) show that the angu-
lar error is negligible (i.e., ;0.01 arc min) for the pupil as
the eye point. Figure 3(a), which corresponds to the cen-
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ter of rotation displays only slightly higher angular errors
up to 1 arc min at the edge of the FOV. These results cor-
respond to a zero gaze-point elevation angle (i.e., fg
5 0). In the case of nonzero elevation angle (i.e., fg
5 15 deg), Fig. 4 shows that the angular errors for the
center of rotation have approximately the same value,
whereas the angular errors for the pupil as the eye point
increase to ;0.7 arc min. Table 2 shows that for the
worst-case scenario of the eyes gazing at the corner of the
display, the angular errors are 1.3 arc min for the pupil
and increase to 2 arc min for the center of rotation. If
interpreted in the context of the visual acuity of the hu-
man system, such angular errors are negligible if we con-
sider ;1 arc min visual acuity within the fovea and an ex-
ponential decrease from that value up to ;10 arc min at
25 deg FOV.27 Table 2 further shows that the minimum
errors are zero for both the pupil and the center of rota-
tion, which occur when the rendered point is located in
the plane of the stereoscopic images, as expected. An-
other case of zero error, as expected is found for the center
of rotation as the eye point when ug

L 5 uB
L , given that the

rotated pupils are along the chief rays in this case. Such
cases validate the expression derived in the mathematical
framework. Although errors may become larger with
larger FOVs, in practice, it is expected that beyond the
40 3 30 degree FOV, users will rotate their heads to look
at a target. Results thus suggest that in far field, while
the pupil theoretically leads to minimum angular errors if
considered as the eye point, the center of rotation as the
eye point yields maximum angular errors of only 2 arc
min. Therefore, within a practical setting of 625-deg di-
agonal FOV, all computed angular errors are within the
Fig. 9. Angular errors for a 5 0° and fg 5 10°, case 2, near field; (a)–(e) as in Fig. 5.

Table 5. Angular and Depth Errors as fg and a Vary for Case 2, Near Field, for DÄ1, zgÄ1, ug
LÄ2ug

R

fg (°) a (°)

Maximum Magnitude of
Angular Error (arc min)

Maximum Magnitude of
Depth Error (mm)

CL and CR as
Eye Points

PL and PR as
Eye Points

CL and CR as
Eye Points

PL and PR as
Eye Points

0 215 4.8 0.05 1.0 4.2
0 210 4.4 0.04 1.0 4.2
0 25 4.2 0.037 1.0 4.2
0 0 4.2 0.07 1.0 4.2

10 225 5.6 2.0 1.0 4.2
10 210 4.6 2.2 1.0 4.2
10 0 4.2 2.1 1.0 4.2
10 5 4.2 2.0 1.0 4.2
15 230 6.4 2.8 1.0 4.2
15 220 5.4 3.0 1.0 4.2
15 210 4.6 3.0 1.0 4.2
15 0 4.0 2.9 1.0 4.2
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visual acuity limit of the human visual system at the ap-
propriate eccentricity where the point P was rendered, re-
gardless of the choice of the eye point.

Now considering the first case presented and near-field
visualization, results show that depth errors for the cen-
ter of rotation as the eye point are of the order of 1 mm
across conditions, as shown in Fig. 5(c) and Table 3, while
depth errors reach 4.2 mm for the pupil as the eye point.
From a theoretical point of view, depth errors of 1 mm for
the eye gazing at 1-m distance while the rendered point P
is displayed within the 625 degrees field of view corre-
spond to ;200 arc sec, which can be resolved within a few
degrees of the gaze point (i.e., stereoacuity is less than 50
arc sec across variable stimuli conditions)27 but cannot be
resolved according to stereoacuity values for points in the
field of view beyond at least 10 deg eccentricity.5 In all
cases, from a practical point of view, low eccentricity per-
formance is most stringent and 1-mm depth error at 1 m
is typically within the requirements for accurate render-
ing in HMDs, even for some of the most stringent appli-
cations such as augmented reality for medical procedures.
Augmented reality refers to the optical superimposition of
virtual models on real objects or scenes.24,26 Concerning
angular errors, results displayed in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b) as
well as in Table 3 show that errors reach 7.2 arc min at
the edge of the FOV, which is slightly above the 6-arc-min
visual acuity of the human visual system at 25-deg eccen-
tricity. Errors are found to be 5 arc min for the pupil at
25 deg in the FOV, which is within the visual acuity of the
human visual system. Thus the pupil is the preferred
point in the minimization of angular errors in the near-
field case. If depth accuracy is most important, however,
the center of rotation should be chosen as the eye point.
Given the magnitude of the errors across conditions, if
both depth and angular metrics are important, it is sug-
gested that the center of rotation be used as the eye point.

For the second case presented and far-field visualiza-
tion, results presented in Fig. 6, Fig. 7, and Table 4 show
trends similar to those in the first case investigated, in
that either the pupil or the center of rotation may be cho-
sen as the eye point given the magnitude of the errors
within the visual acuity of the human visual system. For
the near-field visualization, a trend similar to that found
in case 1 and shown in Fig. 8, Fig. 9, and Table 5 shows
that the center of rotation is the preferred eye point for
minimizing depth errors, whereas the pupil is preferred
for minimizing angular errors. However, if both metrics
are important, the center of rotation should be chosen as
the eye point.

In summary, results show that while the pupil of the
eye is theoretically superior as the eye point for far-field
visualization, the center of rotation yields only slightly
higher rendered angular errors, and thus either point
may be chosen as the eye point with no consequences in
practice. In the case of near-field visualization, the cen-
ter of rotation should be chosen to minimize rendered
depth errors, while the pupil is slightly superior in mini-
mizing rendered angular errors. Thus, for either near or
far field, given that the stereoscopic image planes were
displayed differently according to these two cases, ren-
dered angular error may be minimized by choosing the
pupil as the eye point, whereas rendered depth error may
be minimized by choosing the center of rotation as the eye
point.

We now consider a few other observations. Results
show that under near-field visualization, the depth errors
as computed along the plane of regard given by Eq. (2), as
opposed to simply along the Z axis, are constant on the
order of 1 mm for the center of rotation as the eye point
and 4.2 mm for the pupil for both cases 1 and 2. Further-
more, variation of the parameter rp by 61 mm to investi-
gate the robustness of the results across various eye mod-
els leads to no significant increase in the errors reported
(i.e., ,10% across all conditions). It is important to note
that this investigation treats the case of using the HMD
in either a near-field or a far-field visualization, where the
gaze point can thus be considered located within the
plane of the stereoscopic images. In the case of dual use
of near and far field for various tasks within the same ap-
plication, the magnitude of the errors will increase sig-
nificantly, and questions for future investigation are to es-
tablish whether there is a preferred location of the eye
point under such dual-task scenarios, whether a re-
stricted scope of tasks may be established under such vi-
sualization, and when is it that eye tracking becomes nec-
essary for accurate depth and angular judgments. The
framework presented in this paper is general and can be
used to investigate such cases.

Before ending our discussion, we emphasize that the
study presented here relates solely to object or rendered
space, as opposed to visual space. When visual space is
considered, special attention may be given to the optical
aberrations of the eye and the associated issues of pupil
location with respect to the visual axis, the pupil diam-
eter, the corresponding retinal points, and the Stiles–
Crawford effect, all of which play a role in perceptual
judgments of visual direction and depth. The importance
of such factors has been studied in the vision literature,
and understanding their full significance in perception in
HMDs, while beyond the scope of this paper, is of critical
importance. In the experiments of Ye et al.15 previously
cited, for example, the pupil of the human eye was di-
lated, and an artificial pupil smaller than the eye pupil
was located in front of the eye. Such a situation may oc-
cur in stereoscopic microscopes, as pointed out by the au-
thors. In HMDs, it is important to note that it is the
other way around: The pupil of the instrument under
proper utilization is much larger than that of the eye (e.g.,
eye pupil 3–5 mm and instrument pupil 12–17 mm).
Therefore, because the natural pupils are expected to be
the limiting aperture in HMDs, chromostereopsis is neg-
ligible, for example, as is also found in the real world.
However, proper utilization of a HMD device thus re-
quires that IPD adjustment be available to ensure that
the natural pupils always limit the pupil of the system.
Another requirement is that the brightness of the display
be such that the pupil of the eye will be small with respect
to the pupil of the HMD. It is only in the case of systems
designed with pupil sizes of less than 10 mm that issues
of brightness could start playing a role in how the human
pupil is located within the system pupil. Furthermore,
the rendering software must account for the IPD from
each user in order to render visual directions accurately
in object space for that user. Thus characterization of
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the stimulus presented in a HMD is only one important
part of the problem of quantifying perceptual angular and
depth errors. The system as a whole and how it inter-
faces with the user can be critical factors in creating ad-
ditional perceptual errors.

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper we presented a general theoretical frame-
work to investigate the choice of eye-point location based
on two metrics: minimum rendered depth and angular
errors. Under the assumption that the HMD hardware
is set for either near-field or far-field visualization, results
of a numerical investigation show that the pupil should be
chosen as the eye point if angular errors must be mini-
mized, whereas the center of rotation should be chosen as
the eye point if depth errors must be minimized. Results
further show that under the best visualization condition
(i.e., HMD setting, best eye point) and at 1-m near-field
visualization, the maximum depth error will be 1 mm,
which can be resolved at low eccentricity, yet it is well
within the specification of most HMD applications. An-
gular errors, whether in the near or the far field, are
found under the best conditions to be negligible when put
in the context of the visual acuity of the human visual
system.
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